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Recent years, with Japanese kawaii culture entering in China, cute elements have 
been widely applied in various fields of the market. From necessities, toys, clothes to 
the decoration of theme parks, KTVs, restaurants, cute design could be found 
everywhere. Most of the previous researches about cuteness were confined to 
psychology and sociology, exploring the concept of cuteness based on babyishness 
satisfies human’s instinct to reproduce and protect the next generation, attracts attention, 
arouses positive emotions, motivates care giving and approach behaviors. While, 
researches about cuteness in marketing especially the boundary of cute design 
application are quite limited. 
This study tries to explore the target market and use boundary of cute elements 
from a perspective of impression management. It is seen from the previous impression 
management theory that, in order to achieve the desired self-display, people are trying 
to control the formation of their own impression in front of the others. Product selection 
and consumption, especially for the publicly consumed products that have attracted the 
attention of society and other people , as a particular symbol of the extending self-image, 
are regarded by consumers as a means to display self-image and evaluate others. The 
concept of cuteness extending from babyishness not only arouse positive emotions to 
give caring and approach, but also brings to the consumers all the negative stereotype 
that the infants have, like immature, fragile, unprofessional and so on. Consumers who 
are more susceptible to interpersonal influence are more easily to accept the public’s 
perspective about the negative stereotype of cuteness, therefore avoid to choose the cute 
products.  
Through three experiments，this paper tests the effects of cuteness on consumers’ 
purchase intention under different consumption situations(publicly consumed VS 
privately consumed).The result shows: 1, for the publicly consumed products, cute 
















products, cute design will increase consumers’ purchase intention;3.The susceptibility 
to interpersonal influence enhanced the inhibition of cute design to consumers’ 
purchase intention for publicly consumed products; the susceptibility to interpersonal 
influence hampered the promotion of cute design to consumers’ purchase intention for 
privately consumed products. Besides, this study also focus on the impression left by 
consumers who use cute publicly consumed products. 
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